Dear Science Students:

Fall semester finishing strong!

Clemson scientists measure all of the starlight ever produced by the observable universe
Musical theater production inspires marine conservation awareness for Upstate locals
As today’s student leaders, Clemson’s ODK members are forging the future

Go Tigers!
Like you, I will be wearing orange on the 29th and hopefully on Jan. 7th!

Fall semester finishing strong!

Find out more about SCIENCE: Visit clemson.edu/science

Upstate Clemson Upstream (Upstream) is reshaping instruction for its students in hopes of applying the active-learning model to its own SCALE-UP classroom in Cooper Library on Friday, Dec. 7. The team traveled more than 800 miles to see firsthand how Clemson Teachers and administrators from Rockford, Michigan, toured Clemson’s SCALE-UP classroom in the UP classroom that is currently under construction in Rockford.

Pry Aung (left) speaks with Mathematical and Statistical Sciences Director Chris Cox and Maggie Pillar to pillar: Morgan Seelman, Sean Greiner, Katie Couture, Matthea Wong, Hillary Reeves, Catherine Balsitis. Photo courtesy of Robert Bradley.

Sevanna Boleman (Program Coordinator), Claire Fortman, Ryan Reyes, Bella Vlassis, Talmon Johnson.

Sevanna Boleman, Amari Lott, Haley Fulton, Laura McCann, Alexis McCollum, Alexis Harris, Fadiana Mendoza, Jennifer Cabezas, Reanna Jeanes, Maggie Sulzbach, Sindasha Aunay Miller, Tamara Koch, Lauren Skrajewski, Kiana Hopkins. Photo courtesy of Robert Bradley.

Not shown: Sharetta Bufford (Program Coordinator), Claire Fortman, Ryan Reyes, Bella Vlassis, Talmon Johnson.

DELTA DIEU

Impact: The 2019 class of Delta Mu Epsilon (Dieu) members look to make a difference in the College of Science.

Third row from front: Sharetta Bufford (Program Coordinator), Claire Fortman, Ryan Reyes, Bella Vlassis, Talmon Johnson.

Third row from top: Third row from top: Morgan Seelman, Sean Greiner, Katie Couture, Matthea Wong, Hillary Reeves, Catherine Balsitis. Photo courtesy of Robert Bradley.

Top row from left: Morgan Seelman, Sean Greiner, Katie Couture, Matthea Wong, Hillary Reeves, Catherine Balsitis. Photo courtesy of Robert Bradley.

UP classroom that is currently under construction in Rockford.

Teachers and administrators from Rockford, Michigan, toured Clemson’s SCALE-UP classroom in the UP classroom that is currently under construction in Rockford.
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